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Athol Fugard's Drama in the Dimension of Space
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Abstract: South African dramatist Athol Fugard’s drama is thought-provoking, which is rich in theme and full of content. Almost all
his dramatic works are drawn from the real society and blended with self-remolding and self-thinking. This paper explores Fugard’s drama
from the spatial dimension, showing the playwright’s deep concern for the South African society with multi-time, multi-space, multi-level
and multi-angle, repeatedly thinking of the vicissitudes of life, constantly inquiring into the depth of soul, holding the strong thirst for
profound reflection on human nature and for a better vision. By writing the isolation of living space, deprivation of discourse space, invasion
of mental space and finally struggle for moral space identity, this paper vividly expresses the survival status of blacks in confined space and
constant efforts in order to search for their own identity during that period.
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research paradigm on the time line and there is no way that space has
Introduction

absolutely nothing to do with time. As time goes by, the space field

Athol Fugard is a famous playwright in contemporary South

can change further. When it reaches a certain extent, time will push it

Africa. He went through the early, middle and late stages of the

into a new space model. In this way, Athol Fugad's works can show

entire apartheid in South Africa. Therefore, he is keenly aware of the

more vitality in the study of the spatial paradigm, which is more

suffering of the African people. Through this period, he turned his

profound in the process of comment. This paper takes Fugard’s four

own thoughts about South African society into vivid drama. And he

representative drama My Children!My Africa![2], Island[3], Sizwe

broght us not only a gluttonous feast but also the rich materials for

Banzi Is Dead[3] and Train Driver

us to study the South African society and at the same time left a

drama from the four aspects, expectively the isolation of living space,

thinking dimension about the essence of human nature. Although

deprivation of discourse space , invasion of mental space and finally

space theory developed in these years, few people used this theory to

struggle for moral space identity, we can understand Fugard’s drama

study Fugard's works, leaving a total blank in the history of Athol

better in the space dimension.

Fugard’s drama criticism.Thus it is of great importance to research
Fugard’s works from the dimension of the space .

[4]

as examples. By exploring his

1. Isolation of living space

Following the publication of Henry Lefebvre's Production of

Most of the roles in Fugard’s drama are in hardship. Either they

Space in 1974, space was put forward as a research question. In 1984,

are segregated in a narrow space, or returned to home for work

Michel Foucault published A Text and Context in Different Spaces,

without much salary for their household spending. In either case,

and the space problem was mentioned again. He said, "the anxiety of

they are constantly looking for a piece of land for their rest. But if

our times has a fundamental relationship with space, more than with

the survival becomes a problem, it is like a dead-alive person alive,

time" [1] which would further push the theoretical foundation of space

sooner or later to be lost forever. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure

problems into a new era. Subsequently, in the fields of philosophy,

the normal living space for them to continue to develop.

literature, sociology, knowledge, archaeology and geography, the

Take Island and Sizwe Bansi is Dead as an example. In Island,

paradigm of "spatial turn" emerged. "Spatial turn" means a shift

John, Vince, and the other criminals in the prison who violated racial

from the past "time dimension ”(or linear thinking) to " space

law were deprived of their living space. The play kicked off the

dimension" which is equally important with time. More importantly,

audience with a simple stage setting. Folded blankets are neatly

it broadens its theoretical vision and improves the knowledge

placed outside. The prisoners are sleeping, wearing prison clothes.

structure of various disciplines. At all times and in all lands, the

Compared with the folded blankets, the crouching prisoners

exploration of space is in a realm that is hidden and can not be seen

absolutely shocked us. It follows that white warders are remarkably

completely. This field is being pushed and understood step by step.

cruel to black political prisoners.

Next, the details of the sound

When space theory is combined with drama criticism, the

description emerge endlessly. Thus, the depression and sorrow of the

research field of drama is opened. Space theory is a relatively static

prison's living environment are highlighted. The breathing of labor is
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loud and silent; Wheel sound of the cart were shrill. The warder

are John and Vince who endured suffering silently in front of the

grunts and green flies hummed bleakly. Work without breathing high

public at the beginning while played Antigone at the end of the play.

shrill sound; the sound of wheels rotates the cart; the warder grunts

Their voice is different as the plot moves on. At the same time, the

and green flies hummed bleak; long whistle reflects the hardship and

attitude and faith of John and Vince also changed. In the process,

complication of political prison life. The monotony and repression of

they do their best to show themselves and fight for their own words,

sound are invisible, but sensitive, painful and deep in the closed

so that more people can hear them. Meanwhile, the injustice of

space. They repeatedly dug up and pushed the same mound, which

apartheid can be recognized by more people. In the first scene, when

gives the audience a Sisyphus Fuchs in the visual impact.

John and Vince are fiercely whipped by the white warder Hodoshe,

Meaningless toil and depressing conditions left a scar on the whole

the whole scene almost has no words. The audience can capture only

drama. Sound and vision are sunken in a monotonous and heavy

John's thin and subtle prayers; In the second act, John used a fake

enclosure, and the beginning of change is the beginning of a

phone to call family, who try to use their own way to get in touch

prisoner's abuse. As the whistle sounded, the prisoners with hands

with the outside world. It is clear that he has the strong desire to get

and feet tied began to "run away". The "escape" was a hoax in a

rid of the white discourse bound troops; Until the third act, this

confined space rather than a rebirth of anticipation. John was making

desire has evolved into the contest of John and Vince, when Vince's

a sound mutter prayer, appearing in an enclosed space depressing

consciousness and John's adherence reached the same level, the

and without force and can be heard only on his own. Silent prayer

struggle between black and white speech space is imminent; In the

and powerful whip formed a contrast in the theater space, which

fourth act, John and Vince openly questioned and denied the white

shows a shocking humble of the living space. And Vince has been

race and their racial laws, which were the shackles of their liberation

used to the sound of their anklets, while hiding Herod's whip and

from the white discourse, and finally the expression of their own

acquiring the ability of enjoying life in adversity. He was not feeling

discourse space. Vince ran away passively and then spontaneously

the joy but numbness in rhythmic tinkling sound in the hinger.

escaped from prison. The sound also changed from the numb chains

Enjoying life in adversity is the persuit of oneself for belief while

to real rhythm. During this process, the writer changes the nature of

Vince got the whips and the pain. The enclosure of stage space and

sound from passiveness to activeness, which means John and Vince

the continuation of sound oppressed the audience with the haunting

completed self-awareness and self-cognition. At the end of the play,

and enduring sadness. According to Camus's view, if the body is the

Vince could clearly remember Antigone's lines and tried his best to

place where the soul sought elegance, then the black can not hope

perform the part. After he really achieved the perfect unity of inner

for his life and is unable to load the wounded soul in the

faith and external action, his speech space also becomes infinitely

[5]

apartheid. And Sizwe Bansi is in another state. Although he is not

open. A·Neto once called out in his poetry Figure Farewell that our

dead, he almost can not live for his helpless life. He was searched by

own recovery is the hope of life. Only in this way can people’s inner

the police and he was forced to return to his hometown for life. But

calling be awakened[6]. If the performance of Antigone on the surface

there was no work in his hometown to provide all the needs that his

is their breakthrough in the discourse space, the "prison break" is the

wife and children live for. Forced to exchange identity with a dead

ultimate practice of discourse breakthrough. They may be dead, but

man, he will continue to live in the big city in the name of a dead

if you can use blood to alert the world, their grief process in Robben

man and earn money and support his family. His heart is restless. On

Island prison can be remembered. And it is possible to change the

the one hand, he has to abandon the identity of his own name and on

history of apartheid as well as the system that destroys human

the other hand, he had to make the tough choices while his heart was

thought and human nature. Sizwe Bansi is dead is a play with a

sour unceasingly. It is hard to live in the world. When he used other

sacrificial gambling color. The protagonist was caught in a friend's

people's identity, he would have to experience many kinds of

home and forced to return to the City Williams. In City Williams , he

difficulties, during which helplessness, concealment and worry

could not find the right job to support his family's expenses. So he

would occur occasionally. Though we can make nothing of it, but

had to use the dead Robert Zwelinzima's identity to stay in Port

one thing we know is that his living space is squeezed out. People

Elizabeth, and caught a decent job and thus a decent income. After

like him are either to commit himself nor give others a promise,

the exchange of identity, Bansi changed his survival status, but his

because he could not see the approaching danger. Once the criminal

life was full of lies in the hypocrisy of the world, let alone mention

conspiracy has been unmasked, his life will be completely extinct.

his discourse space. As a living person, Sizwe Bansi would always
be in a sneaky way to express his ideas and thoughts while in the

2. The deprivation of discourse space

open and aboveboard world he was going to be a dead man. How

The discourse space has a specific contextual model, and its

can a dead man have his own discourse space, not to mention the

textual structure conveys the corresponding discourse theme, and

identity of the people who are replaced, which is a kind of plunder in

then realizes the "social orientation" of the discourse. The discourse

identity. One can not stay in a location without definite identity for a

space of Island is its language space, and the confined language is

long time. Someday he would erupt when the space of secret is

the confined discourse space. The representative discourse characters

plundered and all his own discourse identity is likely to be deprived.
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And in My Children! My Africa!, the change of discourse space is

pieces of polished stone everyday. The white jailer loved him simply

obvious. The white girl, Elizabeth, was God's favorite. At the

because he had no idea, did not resist, and completely forgot himself.

beginning of the play, a sense of superiority, both in debating and

Harry is the reminder pouring up Vince’s consciousness. He knew he

talking, was generous and fearless. Although black boys have their

was becoming the same as Harry, forgetting his power as a human

own ideas, they can not easily express their views. And finally he

being. At the moment, he realized that the invasion of Harry's mental

defeated the class restrictions to express their views at the price of

space by white people was spreading to his own spiritual world. If he

the black teacher’s death. This is his and the era’s sorrow. The looted

could not run away from prison or die in revolt, then Vince would be

discourse space actually represents a country's democratic political

another Harry ten years later. If the hope can not exist, he would

chaos and in the end of the script the black teacher is violently killed,

rather use his own death to resist the invasion of the white spirit . As

which is the best performance when the black teacher’s discourse

Wittgenstein said, "eternal life is for those who live in the present." [7]

space is deprived as well as his life. In Train Driver, from the

If death can alert the world, then apartheid law will eventually

beginning of the script, black woman expressed his rebellion against

change. Black people who are segregated can also have free thinking

the unfair treatment and the South African society, which is the silent

space, no longer bound by the white. They have power to enjoy love

voice of their own deprived living space. Her voice was seen by

and glory at all times, and eternal life is not hard to find. Therefore,

white drivers and continued to shift and spread in the following path,

spiritual freedom should be respected by all as the basic power is

which is a progress of society as well as a history of apartheid.

entrusted to human beings. Dubois once wrote in The Soul of A
Black nation: "Civilization flourished in Europe, while in Africa it

3. The invasion of mental space

went on fire and died."[8]When apartheid became a law, Robben

In Island, with parole applications approved, John thought that

Island prisons held not only the living space and discourse space of

everything was going to be over in three months. It seems that the

blacks, but also the spiritual freedom of blacks on this basis. A negro

structure, the time and space of the play give you an illusion of

without his own self was one person the white people wanted to

progress and a different life, but when you are about to celebrate,

made. And white jailers want to plunder the black prisoners’

only to find that such a ceremony has not come. John is looking

thoughts by the inhumane law. The invasion of mental space is a

forward to getting out of jail. His good brother is not celebrating for

problem that blacks can not escape under apartheid. In Sizwe Bansi

him but questioning his behavior. Getting out of jail would bring

Is Dead, after the hero Sizwi Bansi’s identity is replaced, spiritual

John freedom, but the apartheid regime was not shaken by the law,

space can not really be released because of the squeeze of living

and the rest of the Negro population was still in deep sorrow. The

space. He has little room for his own thinking, and because of the

question of Vince was the beginning of his ideological awakening,

use of other people's identity, even instinct can only be the dead

and he finally realized that resistance was the only way out of racial

Robert Zwelinzima, which is sad and bitter. And in My Children! My

oppression. As John’s brother, Vince did not give John blessing, but

Africa! the black boy suffered a lot because of the teacher's death.

with righteousness to restrain John hidden in the heart to drag out an

Although the teacher's death is not directly caused by him, but

ignoble existence. When Vince understood the meaning of apartheid,

because of his exposure. The death of the black teacher made the boy

John was forced to go to the abyss of death. He had no choice but to

feel helpless because the teacher really cares about him. Although he

contribute to the mass for his inner thoughts. From the inner world to

was full of patriotic enthusiasm, the disaster caused by the extreme

the outer world, he had an idea that has changed. Armed with his

thought made him unable to live in his hometown. This will lead to

own mind, he also gave himself a "no return", because John was

the distortion of the normal mental state as well as the alienation of

questioned by Vince and he had to face the inner anti apartheid

his individual mental space. At the same time, the abnormal mental

insistence and faith. Vince's spiritual world is the awakening of self,

space made the black boy feel the nihility and absurdity of life too

while John's spiritual world is a revolt against the world. Under the

early.

evil apartheid system, they must suppress the simplicity and fragility
of human nature for the oppressed black people. Their thoughts are

4. The identification of moral space

for the oppressed black people, not for their own selfish interests.

According to the explanatory paradigm of psychological field

Apartheid allows their own happiness to be swallowed up, and their

theory, moral space is the social value field where moral subjects are

mental space is too narrow to tolerate a little bit of selfishness. If the

exposed. As a value field, there are values of good and evil, beauty

basic spirit of space is the distance from soul to instinct, another

and ugliness, affirmation and negation, and also the values of good

supporting role Harry’s activity and behavior in the drama are

and evil. In Island, the most eye-catching part is Antigone’s

completely paralyzed. And the distance from his soul to instinct is

interpretation in the drama. In Antigone, the king made the inhuman

almost zero and the spirit has no placement. Harry in room 23 would

law which was accused by Antigone. Vince and John also wanted to

serve 70 years, who was sentenced to life imprisonment. The

accuse the apartheid by playing this drama.They believe that the

apartheid is anesthetic made by the white. Harry degenerated from

observance of the law must rise to respect for human nature. This

the upright man into a "wood" who used the chisel to chisel twenty

time, Fugard pulled away the story from the real world and unify
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reality and interpretation in an objective: if a country's laws ignore

boy regard the revolution as the main way to liberate the black. He

humanity, then the law does not deserve to be protected and

thought that getting rid of white is the complete way to save the

complied with. Isand uses Antigone to express the contradictions of

black. While the teacher thought that the present situation will be

the human rights and the law. Regardless of the law, Antigone buried

improved as the main method to save the black. He believes that not

his brother Creon and finally was sentenced to death. Antigone calls

all white people are hateful for some white are also kind. He holds

for the natural love and common humanity which stands for the

the idea that the current social conditions in South Africa can be

overwhelming demands. Love and humanity cannot be expressed as

improved in a gentle way. Although they are devoted to the

soon as the law is bound to the yoke of morality. What Antigone said

resistance, rise and prosperity of their own nation, they lead to

is the departure of human nature and the law. If because the sister

violence and death because of the different conceptual ideas.

buried her brother, she would be sentenced to death, then she would
rather violate the law.Vince and John use this drama to express their
inner voice. Just like the role Antigone in the drama, Vince and John
violated the apartheid because of the inhuman treatment in Robben
Island. Segregation hurts people's feelings, destroys their human

Conclusion
Athol Fugard is artistic, documentary and political in his
dramatic works, which shocked the circle of drama critics. Many

nature, and deprives society of moral space. It should not be

blacks in the living space and discourse space, spiritual space and

admitted. The law should be the moral standards accepted by

moral space have suffered white extrusion and looting. The power of

majority of people, but not the jungle law used by a small number of

the man is also gone. The apartheid caused the irreparable harm and

people. When the moral spaces of blacks were invaded by whites,

they also struggle for the apartheid worked out by the white people.

and if they were as thoroughly numb and self-conscious as Harry, the
question of racial segregation would never be solved. If most of the
blacks who have come in and gone out will forget everything here,
and the pain will not be repaired, then the human history will never

This paper describes the Fugard drama space’s plunder and shows
the progressive meaning. Apartheid hurts the black cruelly. The
self-identity and the value of existence are of great importance to the

progress. In Sizwi Bansi is Dead, when Bansi changed identity with

blacks. This paper aimed to provide some valuable references for the

the dead Robert Zwelinzima, he suffered deep moral condemnation.

future Fugard research.

On the one hand, the abandonment of one's identity is the disrespect
of one's ancestors and the complete denial of one's life experience.

--------------------------------------------------------------------

On the other hand, the deceased may get buried untimely because of
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